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Full	Throttle	Update:	Mission	FoC	Commercials

Shot Shot Description Audio

1

Wide shot of the galaxy. Space ship 
comes into frame from the left. Camera 
pushes into the rear of the ship and we 

cross dissolve to:

2

View of the galaxy from inside the 
cockpit. A HUD of the galaxy map is 

already visible.

Captain's V.O. "Get ready everyone, 
where we're headed next is so 
amazing that you'll share it…"
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3

Exterior of ship going into hyperspace Captain's V.O. "…with all your 
friends."

4

View from cockpit as spaceship comes 
out of hyperspace and lands on a 

Saturn like planet surrounded by not 
one, but FIVE rings. Its gorgeous. But 
we're at a distance so can't see what 
the rings are made of. Camera slowly 
pushes in so the planet fills the frame.

Captain's V.O. "This is the Social 
Proof planet. It looks like the 

gravitational pull here is so strong 
that it has created all five of these 

rings…"

5

Exterior follows space ship as it turns 
towards planet and does a corkscrew.

Captain's V.O. "…Hang on, it looks 
like we're getting pulled into its 

orbit."
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6

Side track with the space ship as it 
weaves its path towards the planet.

7

Shot leading space ship as it flies close 
to the surface of one of the beautiful 
rings, nearly grazing its surface. Up 
close, we can now see the rings are 
actually made up of little shimmering 

particles.

8

View from inside the cockpit and we 
see each particle is actually a social 
media post (little logos for facebook, 

twitter, instagram, +text bubbles, etc.). 
On our HUD, we see the particles 
analyzed as a customer review.

Captain's V.O. "The graviational pull 
of Social Proof has pulled positive 
reviews and testimonials from all 

across the galaxy into these rings to 
make sharing them with clients 

simple and easy."
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9

Static fuzz transitions us back to the 
cockpit where a video feed of the Social 

Proof leader pops up on screen w/ a 
lower third introducing him.

Captain's V.O. "Let's call the Social 
Proof leader to find out more." 
Leader Dialogue: "Welcome 

Earthlings, I am Nathan Labenz of 
the Social Proof planet. We help 

mortgage bankers, insurance 
brokers, real estate agents, and 

more from across the galaxy expand 
their businesses and win their 

clients' trust. By collecting verified 
reviews and positive testimonials 

from across the inter-space-web we 
make it easy for our users to show 
their clients why they're the perfect 

choice."10

Exterior of the space ship tracking 
laterally with it as it grazes the ring's 
surface. It pulls away to land on the 

planet.

MUSIC SWELLS
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11

Cut to: extreme wide shot of our 
spaceship flying away to land on the 

planet.

Captain's V.O. "Let's dive in and 
explore some more!"


